INTRODUCTION
In 1969 Z. Pawlak introduced the notion of an abstract computer as a mathematical model for digital computers. According to Pawlak's paper a computer is an ordered pair M = (X, ~r), where X is some set called the memory of the computer (or the set of states of the computer) and ~r is a partial function ~r: X ~ X called the control (or transition function) of M. The basic properties of these notions were investigated by Kwasowiec (1970) . Grodzki (1972) generalized the notion of a machine in such a way that the actual state of the computer depends upon its k (k/> 1) previous states (e.g., ~r: X ~ ~ X), thus obtaining a mathematical model of shift registers. Konikowska (1973) introduced the notion of a continuous machine which may be thought of as generalized shift registers with a continuous set of states and an extension operator, determining states of the machine, by extending some initial functions representing the behavior of the computer in some time intervals. Continuous machines may be considered as a model for analog computers.
The aim of the present paper is to give a uniform theory of mathematical machines, containing as special cases discrete, continuous, as well as hybrid computers. To do this we introduce some special operators containing as special cases the discrete transition functions investigated by Z. Grodzki, the continuous operators investigated by B. Konikowska, as well as computers with mixed (e.g., discrete and continuous) transitions.
Thus we obtain one general mathematical model for all kinds of computing machines, e.g., digital computers, shift registers, analog, and hybrid machines.
As our starting point in the theory of discrete machines we take the notion of a machine introduced by Z. Pawlak and its generalization, the notion of a k-machine as introduced by Z. Grodzki. As our starting point in the theory of continuous machines we take the notion of a continuous machine as introduced by Z. Konikowska, and its generalization, the notion of a simple continuous Z-machine as introduced by Zakowski (1974).
BASIC NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS
In this paper we shall use standard mathematical notation. In particular, R denotes the set of all real numbers; R +, the set of all nonnegative real numbers; No, the set of all nonnegative integers; and ;~, the empty set.
If a ~ R + and ;~ =/= U C_ R +, then by Ua we denote the set of all numbers t E R+ such that t --a ~ U. Let Q denotes an arbitrary subset of R +, such that 0 ~ Q, Q -{0} @ 2~ and Qa _c Q for any a e Q. Examples of such a sets are the discrete set No, the continuous set R + and also the mixed set {0} u {1} u; <2, oo). By Z we denote an arbitrary, nonempty sebset of Q (Z _c Q). Obviously, we have Z a C_ Qa c_ Q for any a ~ Q.
If A is an operator (i.e., a mapping), then its domain is denoted by DA, and its range by RA.
Let X denote an arbitrary nonempty set, which is fixed in the remainder of this paper, with the exception of the examples. All the examples will be for the case where X = R. By o~ z we denote the set of all mappings f: Z--+ X, and by o~ o the set of all mappings f: Q --~ X. By dz.o we denote the set of all operators A such that 2~ :/: DA C o~ z and RA C C_ ~o • By the Q-shift operator we mean the operator which assigns to every mapping f: Z~-+ X, where a eQ, the mapping f*: Z--+ X such that f*(t) -~f(t + a) for any t E Z. For any U C_ Dfwe shall denote byfI U the restriction of f to U, i.e., D(f ] U) = U and (f f U)(t) = f(t) for t e U. If fEo~o, then we putfz a = (fl Z~)*; in particular fo ° ~f. 
, and M satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Consequently, M is a (Z, Q)-machine. EXAMPLE 2. Konikowska (1973) has proved that the differential-difference equationy'(t) = y (t --r) , where r > 0, induces in a natural way a continuous machine of memory length r. This machine is a (Z, Q)-machine, where Z = ( 0 , r ) , a n d Q = R +.
EXAMPLE 3-Let Z = {0} and Q = {0} kJ (1, oo). We define an operator M as follows: D M is the set of all mappings f0 : {0} --~ Q, and (Mfo)(t) = fo(0)-}-t for t e Q . The operator M~d z , o , and M obviously satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Consequently, M is also a (Z, Q)-machine.
A (Z, Q)-machine is called discrete, continuous, or of mixed type, if a set Q, i.e., the domain of computations of this machine, is a discrete, continuous, or mixed type, respectively. We observe, then, that the machine in Example 1 is discrete, the machine in Example 2 is continuous, and the machine in Example 3 is of a mixed (hybrid) type.
SOME PROPERTIES OF (Z, Q)-NIACmNES
Now we are going to give some basic properties of the operator introduced in Definition 1. 
Consequently, f z , e D M and .~lfz" = fo~ for any f e RM, a e Q.
In order to investigate the basic properties of a (Z, Q)-machine, we shall prove the following two theorems: Q.E.D.
THEOREM 2. Let M be a (Z,Q)-machine and oJ • s u p Z . I f ~oeQ, t -o~ ~Q and f ~ R M , then f o ' -~ (l]/lfz~_~)o~ ° .
Proof. By the properties of Q we have t e Q. Hence by Proposition 2
The significance of this theorem is clear. The value of f(s) is uniquely determined for any s e Q~ by the values of f i n the set Zt_~. Consequently, the number co --p, where p ~ inf Z, will be called the memory length of M at the point t e Q with respect to Q. Now we shall prove that the notion of a (Z, Q)-machine is a generalization of the notions of discrete machines as introduced by Pawlak (1969) and Grodzki (1972) , in the case where every computation is infinite. It is also a generalization of a continuous machine as introduced by Konikowska (1973) and a one-dimensional simple continuous Z-machine as introduced by Zakowski (1974) .
Let Z = {0, 1,..., k --1}, k /> 1 and Q = N o . In this ease any (Z,Q)-machine is an operator M which assigns to every mapping f: {0,1 ..... , k-1 }--+X, wheref E DM, the mapping Mf: N O --+ X, i.e., an operator which assigns to every finite sequence (C~o s), ~1 y),..., c~1) = (f(O),f(1),...,f(k --1)), where f~ DM, the computation c m = (c(J), c[J),...). We observe that in this case, by Proposition 2 we have for every M E ,/gz.o
This implies that there exists a partial function 7r: X k -+ X with Drr g(k)
= ~x M such that c~ ) = ~r(c~)_l ,..., c~)_k) for anyfe DM and for any integer m >/k. Consequently, the operator M uniquely determines an ordered pair (X, 7r> which is a k-machine as introduced by Grodzki (1972) . Conversely, any k-machine (X, 7r> possessing only infinite computations, uniquely determines the ({0, 1,..., k --1}3 N0)-machine M such that
We can therefore treat the ({0, 1,..., k --1}, N0),machine as a new characterization of a k-machine whose computations are infinite. In particular, the ({0}, No)-machine is a new characterization of Pawlak's machine.
Let Z be an arbitrary, nonempty subset of R+ and Q = R +. In this case Definition 1 is identical to the definition of a one-dimensional simple continuous Z-machine introduced by Zakowski (1974) . In particular, ifZ = (0, T), this definition is identical to the definition of a continuous machine introduced by Konikowska (1973) . The notion of the (Z, Q)-computability of functions is a generalization of the notions of computability introduced by Kwasowiec (1970) , Grodzki (1972) , Konikowska (1973), and Zakowski (1974) . The theory of computable functions of a real variable, introduced by Mazur (1963) , was based on the theory of recursive functions of a natural variable. Here by a (Z, Q)-computable function we mean every function of a real variable, which is a computation of some (Z, Q)-machine. Clearly, this notion is basically different from that of a computable function as introduced by S. Mazur. In particular, it turns out that the solutions of a linear differential equation with constant coefficients are ((0, ~-), R+)-computations (see Konikowska, 1973) , whereas they are not computable in Mazur's sense. THEOREM 
In order that a function f E • o be (Z, Q)-computable a necessary and sufficient condition is: V (fz~ = fz~ ~ fo~ = fob)"
(1) Q.E.D.
Proof. If a functionf E ~o is (Z, Q)-computable, t h e n f satisfies condition (1) by

COROLLARY 1. If f ~ ~0 is (Z, Q)-computable and Z C_ G C Q, then f is ( G, Q )-computable.
Proof. For any a, b ~ Q we have fG~ = fGb =~ fz~ = fz~ " fo~ = fob be the assumptions and by Theorem 3. Consequently, f satisfies the sufficient condition of (G, Q)-computability. 
We observe that in the case of Z = {0} the notion of Z-injectivity is identical to the notion of injectivity. Proof. A function f ~ ~'o satisfies the necessary and sufficient condition of (Z, Q)-computability (1) iff it satisfies either (2) or if it does not satisfy (2); then for any a, b ~ Q such that a < b fromfz ~ = fz~ it follows thatfo ° = fo~-In the first case the function f is Z-injective. In the second case we observe that for any a, b ~Q and a < b, the equalityfo ~ =fo b holds iff
THEOREM 4. If b --a E Q for every a, b ~ Q and a < b, then a function f ~ ~'o is (Z, Q)-computable iff exactly one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) f is Z-injective,(
fob(t) = fo~(t @ k(b --a))
for each t E Q and k ~ No, i.e., ifffo ~ is periodic of period b --a.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 2. Any Z-injective function is (Z, Q)-eomputable.
COROLLARY 3. if there exists a, b E Q, a < b and b --a ~ Q such that fzo = fz b , and f o, is not periodic of period b --a, then f is not (Z, Q)-computable.
EXAMPLE 4. From Corollary 2 and 3 it follows that the functionf(t) = n for n ~ t ~ n + 1, n ~ N o is (Z, R+)-computable if Z = (0, 1), and is not (Z, R+)-computable if Z = <0, a) where 0 < a < 1.
Let 27 be the family of all subsets F of R + such that 0 ~F, F --{0} @ and F a _C F for any a ~ F. By Z F we denote the family of all nonempty subsets of the set F.
THEOREM 5. If a predicate V (Q, Z, f) of the variables Q ~ Z, Z ~ Z o and f ~ ~'o is a necessary condition for a function f to be (Z, Q)-computable, then the predicate V (Q, Q, f) is true for any Q ~ Z, f ~ o~ o .
Proof. Since the (Q, Q)-machine is an identity mapping by (i) of Definition 1, we have DM = RM for any M ~ Jdo,o • Consequently, each function f~o is (Q,Q)-computable, because it is a computation of the (Q,Q)-machine M such that DM ~ {fo~ : a ~ Q} and Mf ~ f. Since V (Q, Q, f) is a necessary condition for function f to be (Q, Q)-computable, this implies that the predicate V (Q, Q,f) is true for any O ~ Z, fE ~o.
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 5. If Z = Q, then this condition is obviously true for any Q e Z, f ~o~ o .
(Z, Q)-CoMPUTABLE SETS OF FUNCTIONS
With each (Z, Q)-machine M we may associate the set of all computations denoted by RM. Now we shall examine the basic properties of such a set.
The notion of the (Z, Q)-computable set of functions is a generalization of notions introduced by Kwasowiec (1970) , Konikowska (1973) , and Zakowski (1974).
THEOREM 6. A nonempty set F C_ o~ o is (Z, Q)-computable iff it satisfies the following conditions:
./,geF
V V (fo~ ~F).
(ii) 
(ii) F is closed under the operation of Q-shifting.
EXAMPLE 6. The set of all functions ae ~ for t ~ <0, oo), where a e R, is {0}-injective and is also closed under the operation of R+-shifting. Consequently, this set is ({0}, R+)-computable by Corollary 4.
Let ¢o be the family of all nonempty subsets of the set ~-o, and let ¢o* be the family of all subsets of the set fro which are closed under the operation of O-shifting. Thus the notion of a (Z, Q)-machine seems to be a proper general model for the theory of (digital and analog) computers and computations. EXAMPLE 8. Let C + denote the set of all nonnegative real numbers computable in Mazur's sense. Since 0 ~ C +, C + --{0} =/: ;~, and the set C + is closed with respect to addition, it satisfies the condition assumed for the set Q in Section 2.
The function f(t) ~ t, Df = C + is ({0}, C--)-computable by Corollary 2. This function is also computable in the set C + in Mazur's sense, since all polynomials with computable coefficients are computable functions in his sense. EXAMPLE 10. The function f(t) = (t --1) 2, Df = C + is a polynomial with computable coefficients, so it is computable in the set C + in Mazur's sense. This function is not ({0}, C+)-computable, as Theorem 4 shows.
The notion of computable functions of a real variable as introduced by Mazur (1963) is a natural generalization of the notion of recursive functions of a natural variable. The notion of (Z, Q)-computable functions is introduced in an entirely different way; it is based on the notion of an operator called a (Z, Q)-machine. Depending on Z and Q, this operator is induced in a natural way by the computation processes of computers, which may be either discrete or continuous. The concept of (Z, Q)-computability is thus a natural notion of computability from the point of view of computing systems.
